See real threats before they become a real danger with Supplier Compliance Manager. The industry leading, risk-based assessment application that automates mandatory checks.
Don’t rely on luck, rely on insight.

Supplier Compliance Manager (SCM) is mandatory supplier risk assessments made easy. It is BSI’s world leading, web-based application designed to facilitate and automate compulsory supplier risk assessments.

Stay compliant. Stay competitive.

To be compliant – and to remain competitive in your sector – it is vital to monitor the risk threats to what is often a complex supply chain.

If you consider that a supply chain can hold vast amounts of highly valuable cargo and shipments, why would you entrust its security to anyone but the most experienced, thorough partner?

With BSI’s SCM, you have the facility to completely automate mandatory supplier risk assessments. Our patented risk algorithm and supplier assessments, with in-built proprietary anti-Western terrorism and cargo disruption data, is the industry’s leading risk-based assessment methodology, compliant with Partners in Protection (PIP) and Authorized Economic Operator (AEO). So, whether your company is already certified or is preparing for certification, SCM turns the tedious and challenging task of managing and reporting Business Partner risk data into a much simpler, slicker process.

Automated assessments. At a glance.

SCM is ingenious. It’s time saving. Face saving. Labour saving. And, importantly, money saving. It’s a web-based automated risk assessment solution that lets you view your supply chain risk at a glance, enabling you to focus on individual suppliers and group them by location and risk rating. It examines threats and risks associated with points of product sourcing, modes of transportation, ports of export, trans-shipment, transit routes and distribution channels worldwide.

SCM helps you achieve compliance with complete confidence, giving you:

- Lowered data collection costs
- Improved risk mitigation
- Reduced disruption and loss
- More informed risk-based decisions

Main features:

- Automated Risk Assessment & Analysis
- On-demand Dashboards & Reporting
- Manage Compliance & Risk status
- Access best practice supplier questionnaire library
- Integrate business partner communication
- Patented layered risk modelling
Invaluable insight delivered
to your device.

**SCM self-assessment survey**
BSI works in partnership with your company to create a supplier self-assessment questionnaire that meets the minimum standard for key supply chain compliance, as well as meeting any other specific business needs.

**Supplier compliance manager subscription**
With a SCM, your organization will be able to:

- Distribute and collect supplier self-assessment surveys
- Receive supplier risk scores and comprehensive supplier risk reports that combine supplier responses with BSI’s global supply chain threat analysis
- View BSI’s intelligence-based analysis of overall supply chain risk using the SCM dashboard and the Global Supplier Risk Map
- Establish where further onsite investigation will be required and where your Quality Assurance (QA) budget will be most effectively applied.

**Migration of legacy supplier data**
From the outset, BSI will design a process for migrating usable legacy supplier self-assessment data over to SCM. This will be created during the design meeting at the start of the engagement process.

**Supplier Security and Threat Awareness Training**
BSI provides comprehensive SCM training in the form of an online e-learning course. The course enhances security awareness and equips trainees with an understanding of a total risk management approach to security, improving their ability to recognize specific security threats within their immediate work environments.

**SCM summed up:**

- Web-based automated software
- Risk-based supplier profiles and ratings
- Supplier communication applications
- Manage and demonstrate compliance
- Manage self-assessments and audits
- Track corrective actions to closure

“45% of executives lacked confidence in their supply chain risk management programmes.”

Deloitte Survey 2013

**Which would you rather do?**
Wait for a threat to catch you unawares?
Or automate your mandatory compliance checks so you can proactively recognize and report specific threats?

For more information about how we can help, please call 0845 080 9000 or email us at supply.chain@bsigroup.com

www.bsigroup.com/scm
Your business is only as good as your supply chain: Put its future in safe hands.

BSI is trusted as a leader in global risk management, with proven expertise and an extensive network of worldwide supply chain specialists who are well placed to help you mitigate risks. This means the risks you are aware of and, just as crucially, the ones you don’t yet know about. As well as our network of experts, we provide companies with a sophisticated range of supply chain security applications. It is the combined power of our applications and network that gives us a unique global reach and effectiveness, and that gives our clients the reassurance of:

- 65 offices worldwide
- 70,000 customer locations
- 2,000 standards issued each year
- Over 150,000 audit days performed each year
- More than 67,000 students trained in 2012
- Thousands of licensed software locations
- Supply chain risk intelligence covering over 200 countries

Supply chains
The evolution of Supply Chain Security compliance programmes from the world’s major economies including the U.S. Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT), Canada’s PIP and the EU’s AEO programme will permanently alter the way international cargo moves from country to country. These programmes require thorough vetting of the supply chain and of a company’s supplier base. Risk-based supplier assessments are a mandatory component within these programmes and are often the most non-compliant aspects found during validations.

Automate your assessments and stay compliant.

For more information about how we can help, please call 0845 080 9000 or email us at supply.chain@bsigroup.com

www.bsigroup.com/scm